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Petrushka – Immortal
GYGER Acquisition* PREMIERE
TAN DUN The Wolf – Double Bass Concerto
STRAVINSKY Petrushka [1911]*
David Robertson conductor
Alex Henery double bass
Meet the Music
Wed 17 Aug 6.30pm
Thursday Afternoon Symphony
Thu 18 Aug 1.30pm
Tea & Symphony
Fri 19 Aug 11am* complimentary morning tea from 10am

Mahler 2
Resurrection Symphony
MAHLER Symphony No.2, Resurrection
David Robertson conductor
Kiandra Howarth soprano
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David Drury in Recital
German Organ Music
JS BACH Prelude and Fugue in D, BWV 532
JG WALTHER Concerto in B minor, after Signor Meck
MENDELSSOHN Organ Sonata No.2
REGER Fantasia and Fugue in D minor, Op.135b
David Drury organ
Tea & Symphony
Fri 23 Sep 11am complimentary morning tea from 10am

Nelson Freire in Recital
Program to include music by Mozart, Chopin, Shostakovich and Rachmaninoff with a Bach-Busoni transcription and BEETHOVEN Sonata in A flat, Op.110
Nelson Freire piano
International Pianists in Recital
Mon 26 Sep 7pm
City Recital Hall

Mad about Mozart
VERBEY Shadow
MOZART Symphony No.28
HINDSON The Rave and the Nightingale
Toby Thatcher conductor
Goldner String Quartet
Mozart in the City
Thu 06 Oct 7pm
City Recital Hall

No fees when you book classical concerts online with the SSO
sydneysymphony.com
8215 4600 Mon–Fri 9am–5pm

Tickets also available at
sydneysymphony.com
9250 7777
Mon - Sat 9am - 8.30pm Sun 10am - 6pm
cityrecitalhall.com
8256 2222
Mon - Fri 9am Sun - 5pm

Emirates
Principal Partner
DAVID DRURY IN RECITAL

German Organ Music

David Drury organ

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685–1750)
Prelude and Fugue in D, BWV 532

JOHANN GOTTFRIED WALThER (1684–1748)
Concerto del Signor Meck, appropriato all’ organo
after Vivaldi’s Violin Concerto in E minor, RV 275
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro

FELIX MENDELSOHN (1809–1847)
Organ Sonata in C minor, Op.65 No.2
Grave – Adagio
Allegro maestoso e vivace –
Fuga (Allegro moderato)

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833–1897)
‘Herzlich tut mich verlangen’ (2nd version)
No.10 from Eleven Chorale Preludes, Op.122

MAX REGER (1873–1916)
Fantasia and Fugue in D minor, Op.135b

Estimated durations:
11 minutes, 11 minutes,
12 minutes, 3 minutes, 18 minutes
The concert will conclude at
approximately 12.10pm.
Born in 1961, David Drury is well known to Australian audiences as an organist, choral conductor and composer. A graduate of the Sydney Conservatorium and the Royal Academy of Music, in 1987 he became the first and only Australian to win the Tournemire prize for improvisation at the St Alban’s International Organ Competition.

Since then he has toured England, France, Germany, Canada, USA and New Zealand as a recitalist, and appeared as a concerto soloist with the Sydney, Adelaide and West Australian symphony orchestras, the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra, Orchestra Victoria and the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra.

Recent performance highlights include performances of the Poulenc organ concerto with the HKPO and the SS0 (the latter in 2014 with conductor Jonathan Nott). He has performed solo recitals in Sydney, Adelaide, Hobart and Los Angeles, and appeared in the Ballarat Goldfields Festival and the New England Bach Festival.

In addition to performing with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra when organ is required, he has also performed in concerts with Sydney Philharmonia Choirs, Bel a cappella, Coro Innominata, Australian Baroque Brass and the early music ensemble Camerata Antica.

He has recorded four solo albums and appeared on recordings with the SS0, The Song Company, Cantillation and Australian Baroque Brass. He is also Director of Music at St Paul’s College at the University of Sydney. His choral music is published by Crescendo Music Publications.

David Drury’s most recent recital appearances for the SS0 were in 2013, when he was joined by members of VOX and violinist Rebecca Gill, and 2011, with guest soprano Sara Macliver and the SS0 Fellows.
German Organ Music

Today’s recital explores some of the greatest music of the German school of organ composition, from the Baroque to the late Romantic, and it is the far-reaching influence of Johann Sebastian Bach that provides the programmatic thread.

The program begins with Johann Sebastian Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in D, BWV 532. The prelude and fugue genre, central to German organ music in the 17th and 18th centuries, reached a period of extraordinary refinement and virtuosity in the early 1700s, when Bach was court organist at Weimar. His preludes and fugues – increasingly adventurous and ambitious – reflect his first detailed explorations into Italian musical styles. His approach, influenced by the freer, more rhapsodic style of Dietrich Buxtehude, shifted to focus on balance, textural transparency, and clarity of structure.

Today’s Prelude and Fugue was most likely composed around 1710. The prelude is built around a distinct three-part structure, opening with a series of exuberantly upward-rising scales in both manuals and pedals. A contrapuntal ‘alla breve’ section follows, after which the prelude concludes dramatically with a return to the ascending gestures of the opening, a redolent nod to the rhetorical flourishes of Buxtehude.

The fugue, concerto-like in style, features a brilliant and virtuosic pedal part, including a breathtaking final cadenza. Derived from the opening semi-quaver motif, and played in a rising sequence from the lowest to the highest Ds of the pedal board, it’s Bach at his most high octane.

Johann Gottfried Walther’s Concerto in B minor ‘after Signor Meck’ is the one imposter on this program: the original concerto is not by the south German composer Joseph Meck at all but by Antonio Vivaldi. It was not until 1974, when Breitkopf & Härtel editor Klaus Beckmann undertook an extensive examination of primary sources, that the Italian composer was confirmed as author of the original piece: a violin concerto in E minor (RV275). For the sake of our program, at least the transcriber is German!

The practice of borrowing from other composers was widespread during the 17th and 18th centuries. The question of attribution was not deemed relevant and the autographs of Bach’s transcriptions of works by Vivaldi, for example, feature his own name rather than that of original composer. In fact, nowhere in the scores or parts is there any mention of Vivaldi. To our modern sensibilities this might seem odd, but in the 18th century it would have been considered a vote of confidence. Certainly, this convention has provided some challenging areas of research for musicologists in recent decades.
Bach produced arrangements for five organ and 16 harpsichord concertos in the Italian style when he was court organist for prince Johann Ernst in Weimar. The young prince was a catalyst for these endeavours: in 1713 he brought back from Amsterdam - then an important centre of music publishing - a number of Vivaldi’s wildly popular concertos and sonatas. Bach studied them intently, as did his cousin Walther, who acted as music tutor to the prince. Walther, greatly inspired by these Italian originals, wrote 78 transcriptions, although unfortunately of these only 14 are extant. The Concerto in B minor - like the majority of his arrangements - is faithful for the most part to the original text. A bravura work in three movements, it is easily comparable in brilliance to concerto transcriptions of Bach.

For centuries the organ on mainland Europe had remained unrivalled as the most important of all keyboard instruments. Yet, shortly after the death of Bach in 1750, it began to suffer its steepest decline in popularity since its earliest history and construction. Two factors were at play. Forces external to music – the far-reaching social, theological, political and military upheavals and turbulence of the late-18th century that culminated in the French Revolution and the Napoleonic wars – left many instruments badly damaged or in a state of disrepair. And, while musical styles continued to develop, the technological limitations of the organ meant that composers looked instead to the fortepiano, a new instrument that afforded both power and great expressivity: players were able to control a wide range of dynamics simply with strength of touch.

Nevertheless, **Felix Mendelssohn** – a prodigy who wrote his first organ piece, a little Prelude in D minor, in 1820 at the age of 11 – composed for the instrument throughout his short yet enormously prolific life, writing a number of standalone works and two particularly important collections: the Three Preludes and Fugues, Op.37 (1834–37) and, the most significant compositions for the instrument since those of Bach himself, the Six Sonatas, Op.65 (1844–45). These collections form the backbone of Mendelssohn’s output for organ, a crucial bridge between organ music of the 18th century and the works of the late Romantic German organ school.

In fact, Mendelssohn’s influence on organ music and organ playing during the 19th century was incalculable. As one of the most famous composers in Europe – his violin concerto was from the outset a huge hit throughout Europe and the oratorio *Elijah* repeatedly wowed British choral societies – he was also widely known as one of the greatest pianists of his era and easily without peer as an organist.
It was in 1829, during the first of many concert tours to England, that a number of factors coalesced to form an incalculable influence on the 20 year old’s development as a composer of organ music.

From a young age he had been deeply influenced by Bach (his counterpoint teacher Carl Friedrich Zelter was a Bach fanatic), and earlier that year he had revived Bach’s Matthew Passion, organising and conducting the first performance since 1750. While in England, Mendelssohn met and became friends with another organist-composer, Samuel Wesley, also a leading advocate for the rediscovery of Bach’s music during the 19th century. In England Mendelssohn encountered a national school of organ composition still under the influence of Handel: ‘voluntaries’ that for the most part were written only for the manuals, and which juxtaposed two movements; a slow and expressive introduction followed by a lively fugal allegro. Accordingly, his performances of Bach’s ‘pedal fugues’ astounded the English audiences, and his virtuosic contrapuntal improvisations elicited much delight. Interestingly, we have no record of Mendelssohn playing any other works other than those by Bach or himself.

By Mendelssohn’s eighth visit, in 1844, and at the request of a number of England’s leading organists, he was commissioned by the publishing firm Coventry and Hollier to write a ‘set of voluntaries’. Mendelssohn set to work, composing a series – 19 in all – of small pieces. A disparate collection in a variety of keys, there was no clear relationship between them, and certainly no sense of the formal structure of a ‘sonata’. By December 1844 he began to collate the pieces according to tonality and motifs and the Six Sonatas began to take shape.

The works were published simultaneously across Europe, with Mendelssohn making a practical decision to use ‘sonata’ rather than the term ‘voluntary’, meaningless outside England. It was a clever choice as the set almost immediately became an integral part of the standard organ repertoire. In the process, and without intent, he had created an entirely new genre for the organ, a synthesis of old and new forms, which rapidly became the model for composers in Germany and abroad.

The two-part structure of the English organ voluntary can be recognised in many of these works, and the presence of Bach looms ever strong. Yet by also assimilating Romantic style and sentiment, Mendelssohn’s innovations heralded a new era of organ composition. These pieces were the first to be published with a fully phrased pedal part, and are notable for their highly pianistic writing.

Mendelssohn’s Sonata No.2, although technically in four movements, is best viewed structurally as having only two.
It opens with a stately yet harmonically urgent Grave which, by account of its ending on the dominant, effectively works as an introduction to the following Adagio, a gentle song-without-words. An infectiously joyous movement in C major follows, and the instruction ‘attacca la Fuga’ suggests this section was envisioned as a prelude to the final fugue. With athletic pedal lines, two countersubjects, a magnificent pedal point on G, and an invigorating hymn tune at the end, this is Mendelssohn at his most rousing.

The final output of any artist often carries an element of mystique. Johannes Brahms’s last pieces, his Eleven Chorale Preludes, are without doubt a series of small masterpieces. Written during the summer of 1896, the year before his death, they are – for the most part – introspective and deeply intimate works. Whether consciously or not, he imbued the miniatures with a sense of contemplative finality, always keeping an eye on the eternal, with the last two in particular inviting us to meditate on the notions of death, grief, and sublimation from the mundanity of our world. None of this seems surprising: Clara Schumann, Brahms’s closest friend and confidante for almost four decades, had died only days earlier, and his own sense of impending death was greatly heightened. Battling advanced liver cancer, his prognosis was grim.
The autograph of all 11 pieces was found neatly placed on Brahms’s desk after his death in April 1897. Although he had only played them privately for friends, it is clear he intended their discovery and universal release. It was not until 1902, however, that Eusebius Mandyczewski edited and published the set as Opus 122 – Brahms’s last, posthumous opus number – and the pieces received their public premiere.

For a composer best known for his symphonic and piano works, it is remarkable that Brahms ended his musical life writing for the organ. Although he had learnt to play in his youth, his relationship to the instrument was sporadic. He occasionally employed it in an accompanying role, for example in the three early choral works, Opp.12, 27 and 30, and later the Requiem (Op.45), but notably composed solo pieces only during two short periods: four novice preludes and fugues during 1856–57, and, after an extraordinary 40-year hiatus, the set of chorale preludes.

Why return to the organ? Some scholars believe these chorales were written as quasi-devotional companion pieces to his late song cycle for baritone and piano, *Vier ernste Gesänge*, Op.121. Like these songs, the chorales are elaborations, albeit wordless, upon the lines of pre-existing Lutheran chorale melodies. Yet, it is also important to recognise that Brahms’s musical life had been rife with tension between the conservative and the progressive. Convinced that the great tradition of classical music had somehow become lost, he believed it was his duty to establish it again, through a conscious fusion of the old and the new. The chorale prelude, forever associated with Bach, was therefore for Brahms a means of paying homage to his musical heritage.

Within Op.122, Brahms composed two settings of “*Herzlich tut mich verlangen*” (*My Heart is filled with longing*), a melody best known as the passion chorale ‘O Sacred Head now Wounded’ and repeatedly used by Bach throughout the Matthew Passion. In today’s program we will hear the second setting, No.10. A profoundly beautiful composition, gentle and consoling, the melody is played out by the pedals, with a semi-quaver line moving above, shared between the hands. A throbbing quaver pattern – surely the beating of a heart – is a constant pulse underneath. It continues – almost – to the end.

*My heart is filled with longing, Awaits the blessed end.*
*Of trials which are thronging, And sufferings which impend.*
*The world’s joys are infernal, My spirit they benumb; Heaven’s joys though are eternal, Come quickly Jesus, come!*

From the last decades of the 19th century, Europe began to experience unprecedented levels of socio-political turbulence. A time of great uncertainty, the Western world began unavoidably

**About the Organ**

The Grand Organ of the Sydney Opera House Concert Hall is believed to be the world’s largest mechanical action pipe organ, with 10,154 pipes. It was built by Ronald Sharp, who is on record as saying: ‘I set out to build a musical instrument, not a piece of machinery.’ Despite its ambitious size (many doubted that such a huge organ, especially one with a mechanical action could be built), sound was Sharp’s main concern. When it was completed in 1979, he said ‘I hope music lovers will like it’. The organ’s mechanical tracker action contributes to something of a baroque character – articulated and sensitive – and the instrument has a warm but relatively gentle sound that most agree is extremely well-suited to earlier music by composers such as Bach. At the same time, says today’s organist David Drury, the organ holds some surprises and its distinctive sound is also very effective in French music.

Read more about the organ’s construction and specifications in the Sydney Opera House information sheet (PDF file) at bit.ly/GrandOrganSOH
to plummet headlong towards the end of an era. From the highly charged nature of this transition emerged concerns of a possible decline in cultural progress, and for many artists this was reflected in a typically fin-de-siècle anxiety over the loss of the past coupled with a longing for the new.

Max Reger, surely the greatest German composer of organ music since Bach, perfectly reflected this cultural focus in both his life and compositional output. He was born in Bavaria in 1873 (Brahms was three years away from completing his first symphony and the young Debussy had just entered the Paris Conservatoire); his life was cut short by a heart attack when he was 43. How much had changed in those four decades. By then Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire and Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring had received their premieres, and meanwhile in America Henry Cowell was making his first experiments with tone clusters.

Reger’s distinctive compositional voice is truly a direct descendant of Bach and Brahms. As a young man he studied both composers’ music to the point of obsession, and this all-consuming interest is reflected most strongly in his more than one hundred organ works. He revived baroque forms, and the Fantasia and Fugue in D minor, Op.135b (composed in 1915 and his final large-scale work for the instrument) is one such example, opening with a firm nod to the early 17th century with his use of stylus phantasticus – all rhapsodic, virtuosic and mercurial. Yet from the outset Reger transgresses the margins
of tonality and it’s as though these quick shifts between homophonic and contrapuntal textures somehow sublimate into spoken language, a kind of wordless prose. It’s this heightened command of counterpoint and complex harmony that makes this music so very modern, forming a bridge from Bach to Brahms, and arriving at Schoenberg. Of course, the fantasias form traditionally denotes a certain improvisatory impetuousness, yet Reger pushes to even further compositional extremes, as the movement reaches total ecstatic abandon towards the end.

There is an overwhelming sense of the subversive and revolutionary in his writing. He’s not afraid to play with our sensibilities as fragments of hymn-tunes occasionally emerge from the fecund chromatic harmonies. Characteristically extreme dynamics are used, too, from pppp (as soft as possible) to ffff (louder!), while the technical demands he places on the player are staggering, requiring a phenomenal fluency of hands and feet. This is music of raw urgency, of palpable romantic excess: a grand symphonic poem built around the scaffolding of the Baroque. Little wonder Reger’s contemporaries regarded him the equal of Richard Strauss: he was very much a child of his time.

JESSICA COTTIS © 2016

Before Jessica Cottis took up conducting she was an organist, studying with Marie-Claire Alain in Paris and performing in Westminster Cathedral in 2003. From 2012 to 2014 she was Assistant Conductor of the SSO.
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Bronze Patrons
$5,000–$9,999
Dr Raji Ambikairajah
John Augustus & Kim Ryrie
Dushko Bajic
Stephen J Bell
Beverley & Phil Birnbaum
Boyarsky Family Trust
Peter Braithwaite & Gary Linnane
Mrs P M Bridges OBE
Susan Maple-Brown AM
Mr John Morschel
Seamus Robert Quick
Gary & Shiva Rich
Tony Strachan
Caroline Wilkinson
Anonymous (2)

We gratefully acknowledge donors who have left a bequest to the SSO.

The late Mrs Lenore Adamson
Estate of Carolyn Clampett
Estate of Jonathan Earl William Clark
Estate of Colin T Enderby
Estate of Mrs E Herrman
Estate of Irwin Imhof
The late Mrs Isabelle Joseph
The Estate of Dr Lynn Joseph
Estate of Matthew Krel
Estate of Helen Morgan
The late Greta C Ryan
Estate of Rex Foster Smart
June & Alan Woods Family Bequest

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON MAKING A BEQUEST TO THE SSO, PLEASE CONTACT OUR PHILANTHROPY TEAM ON 8215 4625.
## SSO PATRONS

### Playing Your Part

**Mora Maxwell**

**Taine Moufarrige**

**Ms Jackie O’Brien**

**Mr & Mrs Nigel Price**

**Chris Robertson**

**Katherine Shaw & Rodney Rosenblum AM & Sylvia Rosenblum**

**Dr Evelyn Royal**

**Manfred & Linda Salamon**

**Geoff Stearn**

**John & Jo Strutt**

**Mr Robert & Mrs Rosemary Walsh**

**Judy & Sam Weiss**

**Mary Whelan & Rob Baulderstone**

*In memory of Geoff White*

### PRESTO PATRONS

**$2,500–$4,999**

**Mr Henri W Aram**

**Ian Brady**

**Mr David & Mrs Halina Brett**

**Mark Bryant OAM**

**Lenore P Buckle**

**Cheung Family**

**Dr Paul Collett**

**Ewen Crouch AM & Catherine Crouch**

**Andrew & Barbara Dow**

**Dr Lee MacCormick Edwards**

*In memory of Geof White*

**Anonymous (3)**

**Judy & Sam Weiss**

**Mr Robert & Geoff Stearn**

**Manfred & Linda Salamon**

**Dr Evelyn Royal**

### VIVACE PATRONS

**$1,000–$2,499**

**Mrs Lenore Adamson**

**Antoinette Albert**

**Rae & David Allen**

**Mr Matthew Andrews**

**Mr Gary & Mrs Tricia Ash**

**Sibilla Baer**

The Hon. Justice Michael Ball

Dr Richard & Mrs Margaret Ball

David Barnes

Dr Richard & Mrs Margaret Bell

Dr & Mrs Gary Bess

Ms Gloria Blonde

Jan Bowen AM

*In memory of Jillian Bowers*

*In memory of Rosemary Boyle, Music Teacher*

**Roslynee Bracher**

**Daniel & Drina Breznik**

**William Brooks & Alasdair Beck**

**Mr Peter Brown**

**Dr David Bryant**

*In memory of R W Burley*

**Ita Buttrose AO OBE**

**Hon. J C Campbell OAM & Mrs Campbell**

**Mr M D Chapman AM & Mrs J M Chapman**

**Norman & Suellen Chapman**

**Debbie Cramer & Bill Cauk**

**Mr B & Mrs M Coles**

**Ms Suzanne Collins**

**Joan Connery OAM & Maxwell Connery OAM**

**Mr Phillip Cornwall**

**Dr Peter Crassw&**

**Mr John Cunningham SORN & Mrs Margaret Cunningham**

**Darin Cooper Foundation**

**Greta Davis**

**Lisa & Miro Davis**

**Dr Robert Dickinson**

**E Donati**

**Professor Jenny Edwards**

**Dr Rupert C Edwards**

**Malcolm Ellis & Erin O'Neill**

**Mrs Margaret Epps**

**Mr & Mrs J B Fairfax AM**

**Julie Flynn**

**Dr Kim Frumar & Ms Teresa De Leon**

**Clive & Jenny Goodwin**

**Michael & Rochelle Goot**

*In memory of Angelica Green*

**Akkio Gregory**

**Dr Jan Grose**

**Mr & Mrs Harold & Althea Haliday**

**Janette Hamilton**

**Kim Harding & Irene Miller**

**Sandra Haslam**

**Mrs Jennifer Hershon**

**Sue Hewitt**

**Jill Hickson AM**

**Dorothy Hoddinott AO**

**Kimberley Holden**

**Dr Gary Holmes**

**The Hon. David Hunt AO QC & Mrs Margaret Hunt**

**Dr Owen Jones**

**Mrs W G Keighley**

**Aernout Kerbert & Elizabeth Neville**

**Dr & Mrs Gary Bess**

**Beatrice Lang**

**Mr Peter Lazar AM**

**Airdre Lloyd**

**Peter Lowry OAM & Carolyn Lowry OAM**

**Gabriel Lopata**

**Macquarie Group Foundation**

**David Maloney AM & Erin Flaherty**

**Kevin & Deidre McCann**

**John & Sophia Mar**

**Danny May**

**Henry & Ursula Mooser**

**Milja & David Morris**

**Judith Mulvenney**

**Mr & Mrs Newman**

**Darrol Norman & Sandra Horton**

**Judith Olsen**

**Mr & Mrs Orts**

**Andrew Patterson & Steven Bardy**

*In memory of Sandra Paul*

**Mark Pearson**

**Mr Stephen Perkins**

**Almut Piatti**

**D E Pidd**

**Dr John I Pitt**

**Mrs Greeba Pritchard**

The Hon. Dr Rodney Purvis AM & Mrs Marian Purvis

**Dr Raffi Qasabian & Dr John Wynter**

**Mr Patrick Quinn-Graham**

**Ernest & Judith Rapee**

*In memory of Katherine Robertson*

**Mr David Robinson**

**Dr Colin Rose**

**Mr Shah Rusiti**

**Ann Ryan**

**Jorie Ryan for Meredith Ryan**

*In memory of H St P Scarlett, George & Mary Shad*

**Victoria Smyth**

**Judith Southam**

**Mr Dougall Squair**

**Fred & Mary Stein**

**Catherine Stephen**

**The Hon. Brian Sully AM QC**

**The Taplin Family**

**Pam & Ross Tegel**

**Mildred Teitler**

**Dr & Mrs K Tey**

**Mr David F C Thas & Mrs Katerina Thomas**

**Dr Jeneipher Thomas**

**Kevin Troy**

**Judge Robyn Tupman**

**Dr Alla Waldman**

*In memory of Denis Wallis, Henry & Ruth Weinberg*

*The Hon. Justice A G Whealy, Jenny Whitcomb, Dr Edward J Wills, A Wilters & R Pal*

**Ann & Brooks C Wilson AM**

**Dr Richard Wing**

**Evan Wong**

**Dr Peter Wong & Mrs Emmy K Wong**

**Sir Robert Woods**

**Lindsay & Margaret Woolnedge**

*In memory of Lorna Wright, Mrs Robin Yabsley*

**Anonymous (20)**

### ALLEGRO PATRONS

**$500–$999**

**Geoffrey & Michelle Alexander**

**Mr Nick Andrews**

**Dr Gregory Au**

**Mr Ariel Balague**

**Mr & Mrs George Ball**

**Ian Barnett**

**Barracouta Pty Ltd**

**Simon Bathgate**

**Jane Blackmore**

**Mr Chris Bennett**

**Ms Baiba Berzins**

**Jan Biber**

**Minnie Biggs**

**Dr Margaret Booth**

**R D & L M Broadfoot**

**Dr Miles Burgess**

**Pat & Jenny Burnett**

**Hugh & Hilary Cairns**

**Eric & Rosemary Campbell**

**Jonathan Chissick**

**Donald Clark**

**Michael & Natalie Coates**

**Dom Cottam & Kanako Imamura**

**Adrian Hoey**

**Mr Anthony Cowley**

**Mr David Cross**

**Diana Daly**

**Geoff & Christine Davidson**

**Mark Dempsey SC**

**Paul Deschamps**

**Dr David Dixon**

**Susan Donau**

**Dana Dunmore**

**Camron Dyer & Richard Mason**

**John Favaloro**

**Mrs Lesley Finn**

**Mr & Mrs Alexander Fischl**

**Ms Lynne Frolich**

**Michele Gannon-Miller**

**Ms Lyn George**

**Mrs Lianne Graf**

**Mr Robert Green**

**Dr Sally Greenaway**

**Mr Geoffrey Greenwell**

**Tony Grierson**

**Mr Richard Griffin AM**

*In memory of Beth Harpley*
Create a sustainable future for orchestral music by helping to build the audiences of tomorrow.

SUPPORT THE SSO EDUCATION FUND.

Call: (02) 8215 4650
Email: philanthropy@sydneysymphony.com

SSO Vanguard

A membership program for a dynamic group of Gen X & Y SSO fans and future philanthropists

VANGUARD COLLECTIVE
Justin Di Lollo Chair
Belinda Bentley
Alexandra McGuigan
Oscar McMahon
Taine Moufarrige
Founding Patron
Shefali Pyor
Seamus Robert Quick
Founding Patron
Chris Robertson & Katherine Shaw
Founding Patrons

MEMBERS
Laird Abernethy
Elizabeth Adamson
Clare Ainsworth-Herschell
Charles Arcus
Phoebe Arcus
James Armstrong
Luan Atkinson
Dushko Bajic Supporti...
The Sydney Symphony Orchestra is assisted by the Commonwealth Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body.

The Sydney Symphony Orchestra is assisted by the NSW Government through Arts NSW.